Programme
of the 3 live evenings
18:30

Tuesday 12th October

Wednesday 13th October

Thursday 14th October

Single tooth replacement
and aesthetic zone

The partially edentulous patient

The edentulous jaw
18:30

Forum

Forum

Forum

Biological concepts
in preservation of crestal
bone around implants

The Guided Implant
Surgery Pathway

Direct / Shape / Place.
Clinical experience with
the Nobel Biocare N1™
implant system

Highlights
of the evening

Highlights
of the evening

Highlights
of the evening

Periodontally compromised
patients: when are implants TELL ME
MORE
an option?

The influence of the attitude
of the surgeon on the
TELL ME
MORE
treatment outcome

Lateral ridge augmentation:
autogenous bone vs.
TELL ME
MORE
allograft?

Alberto Fonzar (Italy)

Franck Renouard (France)

Arndt Happe (Germany)

19:00

19:10

19:30

ABOUT
...

ABOUT
...

Maxilla anterior single tooth
replacement: implant vs
bonded bridge?

Adjacent missing teeth
in the anterior zone: implants
vs traditional restorations

Alexis Ioannidis (Switzerland)
Shakeel Shahdad (UK)

Oscar González Martín (Spain)
Benedikt Spies (Germany)

Fact checking with experts
commenting an assumption
based on scientific literature
and personal experience

Fact checking with experts
commenting an assumption
based on scientific literature
and personal experience

19:00

19:10

ABOUT
...

Surgical challenges in full arch
reconstructions: extensive bone
reconstruction vs. zygomatic
implants
Dennis Rohner (Switzerland)
Hendrik Terheyden (Germany)

20:00

20:00
Fact checking with experts
commenting an assumption
based on scientific literature
and personal experience

20:25

20:25

Forum

Forum

Forum

Advancing immediacy
in the esthetic zone

Keynote lectures on
improving regeneration
and implants longevity

Harmonizing the restorative-tissue
interface by peri-implant
hard and soft tissue
enhancement

21:00

Periodontally compromised
tooth in the aesthetic area:
periodontal regeneration
or implant therapy?

22:00

Goran Benic (Switzerland)
Francesco Cairo (Italy)
Luca Cordaro (Italy)
Jan Cosyn (Belgium)

Implants in the aesthetic zone,
what is the best timing?
Juan Blanco (Spain)
Daniel Buser (Switzerland)
Stefan Fickl (Germany)
Sven Mühlemann (Switzerland)

21:00

Risks and limitations of the digital
workflow for fully edentulous
patients
Tali Chackartchi (Israel)
Vincent Fehmer (Switzerland)
Sergio Piano (Italy)
Bjarni Pjetursson (Iceland)
Ali Tahmaseb (Netherlands)

Forum

Forum

Forum

Prime innovation
and smart procedures

Preserve volume
after extraction /
Preserve peri-implant
tissues

Intelligent simplicity achieve excellent primary
stability with only
1 to 2 drills

Surgical treatment
of an aesthetically failed
anterior implant

Treatment of an infected implant
in the aesthetic area: when is it
time to remove?

Are fixed full arch restorations
always an option?

Massimo Simion (Italy)
Giovanni Zucchelli (Italy)

Raffaele Cavalcanti (Italy)
Ann-Marie Roos Jansåker
(Sweden)

22:30

22:00

22:30

João Caramês (Portugal)
German Gallucci (USA)

23:00

23:00

Late Night Show

Late Night Show

Late Night Show

Ann Wennerberg (Sweden)

Niklaus Lang (Switzerland)

Georg Watzek (Austria)

23:20

23:20

Forum
Carestream Dental
workflow for full arch
cases
23:50

19:30

View here the detailed version
of the programme

